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Abstract: Nowadays for any kind of distributed and multi-level, i.e. complex in-
formation systems it is vitally important to represent its data resources in a ho-
mogenized form. This paper presents our approach to data synchronization (DS) in 
complex Process Control Systems (PCS) designed with respect to our real project 
experience in the domain of PCS for gas-production industry in Ukraine. DS is 
considered as a stage of more sophisticated approach to data processing called In-
telligent Data Engineering (IDE). The IDE framework and some of its modeling 
aspects are shortly described. The algorithm used at the DS stage for transferring 
process data between the levels of distributed PCS in XML-format is proposed and 
implemented. In order to estimate a system performance in a DS publisher node 
the metrical-based modeling is introduced in our approach. 

 
 
1   Introduction 
 
Modern trends in the domain of process control systems show that the usage of Web-
based technologies in such systems is nowadays in common practice. These technologies 
are also used in the domain of Supervisory Control Access and Data Acquisition Sys-
tems (SCADA), the motivation and examples of such usage can be found, e.g., in [ 
IG01]. We consider SCADA to be a part of PCS, and it collects and handles the techni-
cal data provided by Programmable Logical Controllers (PLCs). The other PCS func-
tions consist in analyzing the data collected by SCADA system. When the system nodes 
that solve the SCADA and non-SCADA tasks are distributed, the data synchronizing 
problem for this distributed system should be solved. Also we should guarantee that the 
performance of SCADA-components functioning is reliable and the analytical subsys-
tems receive the actual data. 
Our research is closely connected with the development and re-engineering of Web-
based PCS for the enterprises of gas and oil industry in East Ukraine we have been per-
forming during last years. The results of our research are presented, particularly, in the 
papers [Tk01, Tk02, Ku01]. In this paper we present the framework for data processing 
in multi-level distributed PCS and consider the data synchronization and performance 
estimation tasks.  
The paper is structured as follows: Section 2 introduces our common approach to Data 
processing in multi-level PCS called Intelligent Data Engineering (IDE), then in Section 
3 we present our algorithm used at the Data Synchronization stage of IDE, and in Sec-
tion 4 we describe our approach for performance estimation in SCADA system called 
metrical modeling. 
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2   Intelligent Data Engineering as common approach to data process-
ing in distributed multi-level PCS 
 
We propose the four-step framework of Intelligent Data Engineering to be used in PCS. 
It provides the solutions for the main tasks of data handling in information systems. The 
common scheme of IDE is shown on the Fig.1. Here we describe briefly the IDE main 
steps. 

 
 

Fig. 1. Intelligent Data Engineering in Process Control Systems: common framework 
 

1. Data collection. In PCS the data are acquired from Programmable Logical Controllers 
(PLC) with the high frequency. The data collection task consists in configuring the soft-
ware component (Data Exchange Server, DES) which directly provides the interaction 
with PLC, with the actual data exchange protocol structure, and to store the data received 
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from DES in such form that allows us to easily associate them with the structure of tech-
nical process (TP). 
The solution for this task is the set of data schemes which are combined into Integrated 
Node Database (INDB). INDB is the main software component in the architecture of a 
PCS which realizes IDE framework (see [Tk01]). 
2. Data pre-processing. Here we can distinguish the following sub-tasks: 
• To filter out the obviously mistaken data, which can be generated by the faults in cen-
sors, PLCs, and communication links; 
• To average the parameters values, in order to reduce their size; 
• To find out the specific situations in TP by analyzing the parameters values, and to 
store the primary data describing such specific situations as well as their origin and con-
sequences (pre-history and post-history). 
The solution for this task is the mechanism of Active Rules (see, e.g. [Pa01]), which 
consist of the active rule model and the software components (called Active Rule En-
gine, see [KU03]) providing the functionality of active rules mechanism.  
3. Intelligent data analysis (IDA). The goals of this step is to find out the hidden knowl-
edge in cumulative data and to use these knowledge for improving the quality of data 
processing in our PCS, i.e. for configuring the set of active rules on the level of data pre-
processing. The knowledge is to be extracted in a form of association rules (see [SA01]) 
describing the regularities in parameters values. IDA process can be commonly de-
scribed as follows. After a new volume of technical data is received, a set of candidate 
association rules is generated. Then, the domain expert approves some of these rules, and 
after that new active rules are generated on the basis of suitable association rules. Also, 
the functioning of existing active rules is analyzed, and appropriate changes are gener-
ated, e.g. the disabling of unused rules, changing their parameters, et ca. 
4. Data synchronization. According to the typical architecture of multilevel PCS, the 
data pre-processing task is to be solved on the base level, while IDA is realized on clus-
ter level, where the data from different base level nodes can be analyzed. So, the task of 
inter-level data synchronization should be solved.  
We presented on the fig.1 the IDE framework for the case of two-tier distributed system. 
The base level node solves the standard SCADA tasks and also provides the additional 
functionality connected with the Data Pre-processing stage. The cluster level node is the 
node of decision making; it can integrate the data from several nodes of base level.  
 
 
3   Data Synchronization: Relational-to-XML approach 
 
The problems of data synchronization and integration in distributed systems are consid-
ered in our framework from such point of view, that the most popular and standard ap-
proaches to solving of this task (see, e.g. [HB011]) usually fail when they are used on 
the unreliable communication channels. In our application domain presented in [Tk01, 
Tk02, Ku01] we detected such a situation. So, the main goal of designing the special 
methods for data synchronization was to make it possible to synchronize the updated 
data only and to make it when the communication channels are available.  
The goal of the proposed algorithm is to decompose relational scheme which stores the 
data to be synchronized into the set of sub-schemes which have to be directly trans-
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formed to XML form. The synchronization algorithm receives on its input the list of 
relational tables (it is meant that they are grouped into relational scheme by relation-
ships) and returns the set of relational sub-schemes. 
We will use the following definitions in our algorithm. The relationship of a table N1 
with another table N2 is called import relationship if N1 contains the primary key of N2 
(or, with other words, when a relationship of the form many-to-one exists). In a similar 
manner, the relationship of the table N1 with another table N2 is called export relation-
ship if N2 contains the primary key of N1 (when a relationship of the form one-to-many 
exists). 
The information regarding each table is presented in the algorithm in the form of the 
following tuple: parenttagschemaEINX ,,,,,= . In this tuple, N is the name of the 
table; I,E  – the sets of tables, the current table has import and export relationship with, 
correspondingly; schema – file number that will contain the XML data from the current 
table; tag – an XML-element number, that the current table corresponds with; parent – a 
parent XML-element number. Also we use an array M[I], which elements contain  count 
of records in the tables presented in I. The proposed algorithm consists of the following 
steps: 
1.  Define S as a set of tables that have to be synchronized.  
2.  Find 1S  as a set of tables that have neither import nor export relationship. For these 
tables set the values schema=0, tag=0, parent=0. 
3.  Find 2S as a set of tables that have two import relationships, but the number of their 
export relationships is less then two. Also, tables that are connected with table from a set 

2S  with import relationship must have 3 export relationships in total. For these tables 
we should set the following values: tag=2, parent=1. For each table iX  belonging to 

2S  we should set the value for schema: ( 2
~,1, Siischemai == ), where 2

~S  – the number 
of elements in S2.   
4.  For each table 2SX i ∈  find Ii as a set of tables that are connected with import rela-
tionship. Set Ii contains 2 tables. For both these tables we set the value schema=i (corre-
sponding to their parent), for the 1st table we set tag=1, parent=0; and for the 2nd table: 
tag=3, parent=1.  
5.  Remove elements ii IX ∪  )|( 2SXi i ∈∀  from Ij and Ej for ( iij IXSXj ∪∈∀ /| ). 

Remove ii IX ∪ , )|( 2SXi i ∈∀  from S and S2. 

6.  If 2~ <jI , 2| SXj j ∈∀ , then delete Xj  from 2S . We set the values for Xj: 

schema=tag=parent=0.  
7.  Define 3S  as a set of tables that have the number of export relationships more than 1. 
If there are no such tables, go to the step 10. Else set for these tables the values: sche-

mas=s ( 322
~~,1~ SSSs ++=∀ ), tag=1 ,parent=0; where 3

~S  –the number of elements  in 

3S .  
8.  For each table 3SX i ∈  define Ei )|( 3SXi i ∈∀  as a set of tables that have export 
relationships. If for some non-equal k,j lkj XEE =∩  holds true (where 
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SXX ll ∈∅≠ , ), and number of export relationships for the table j jE~  is less than kE~ , 

then remove from Ek the elements  belonging to Xl. For the tables belonging to jE  set the 

values: schema=i(corresponding to its parent), parent=1; and tag=g ( 1~,2 +=∀ iEg ). If 
2~ <kE , that means Xk has less then 2  export relationships with other tables, and 

doesn’t belong to a set S3, then delete Xk from 3S  and we set for it the values: 
schema=tag=parent=0.  
9. For each table Хp from Ej check the number of export relationships, if 1~ =pE  

and 1~ =rI , then for table Xr connected with Хp (for which we have received the values 
schema=i, parent=1, and tag=m on the previous iteration) set the following values: 
schema=i, parent=m; tag=g (where g increases on 1 from iteration to iteration, at the 
beginning it equals with the maximum tag number from all the elements of Ej added by 
one). Add Xr to the set U, where a set U is a set of tables that are connected with tables 
Ej on a first iteration. On the 2nd iteration we add to the U a set of tables that are con-
nected with tables that had been received on a first iteration, and so on.  Step 9 must be 
repeated for all the export relationship of received table. Delete from Ii and Ei 

UEXSXi jji ∪∪∈∀ /|  the elements belonging to UEX jj ∪∪  for 3, SXj j ∈∀ . 

Remove Xj from 3S .  
10. Check all the other tables in S  on their belonging to 2S . If we have such tables then 
go to step 2, else go to step 12 
11. Define 4S  as a set of tables that have exactly one export relationship. For such ta-

bles we should set the following values: schema=j, ( 43232
~~~,1~~ SSSSSj ++++=∀ ), 

tag=1, parent=0; where 4
~S  – the number of elements in 4S . A set of tables S4 defines a 

set of root nodes for XML documents that has one child node.  
12. For each table 4SX i ∈  find a table Xp, that has one export relationship. Set for it the 
values: iter=1, schema=i, tag=iter+1, parent=iter. Repeat the step 12 for tables such as 
Xp until there will be no tables with exactly one import relationship and on each iteration 
increase the value of iter by 1.  
13. Add the rest of tables to 1S  and set for them the following values  schema=0, 
tag=0, parent=0. 
 
 
4   Performance analysis: metrical-based approach 
 
When the Data Synchronization Service described in Section 3 had been designed, it was 
a very important point to guarantee the actuality of data DSS processes. We suggest the 
simulation of base level subsystems by using the execution cost evaluation. Hereinafter 
we call these modeling as metrics, and the model we receive during this process - as 
metrical models.  
The evaluation of execution cost is based on the system decomposition principle. We 
split the system on some functional units, whose performing cost we can estimate by a 
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program-analyzer. The system must be decomposed until the received set of functional 
units represents some elementary operations (e.g., Select statement in Transact-SQL). 
Thereby we work with maximum level of detailing; it allows making the certain changes 
to code, basing on the analysis of execution cost for each functional unit in order to 
achieve the minimum expenses on its execution.  
Here we present a small sample of using the metrical modeling. We analyzed the func-
tioning of  data processing algorithms implemented in INDB and Active Rule Engine. 
Due to the lack of space we do not present the intermediate diagrams and calculations. 
The final expression for execution cost EC (calculated in standard units) is shown in the 
Fig. 2. 
 

EC = 0,29 + C * (0,03 +  p2 *  (M * (0,04 + p3 * 0,03) + 0,07) + P * 
*(0,04 +p4 * 0,02)) + (0,09 + A * (0,06 + D * 0,01 +  p4* (0,03 + Pn *  0,04))) 

 
Fig 2. The received metrical model 

 
The following variables were used in the model: number of controllers (C); numbers of 
messages (M) and parameters (P), which values are provided by controllers; number of 
active rules (A); their average difficulty (D); an average number of parameters in an ac-
tive rule (Pn); probability of changes in the message sequence (p1), average probability 
of message change (p2), probability of a fact that current parameter is used in Action 
section of any Active Rule (p3); and probability of an active rule triggering (p4). 
By the usage of a profiler we can find the execution time in milliseconds (ms) for appli-
cation being tested. Than we calculate the coefficient of proportionality and make the 
transfer from standard units (s.u) to time units with respect to the given hardware-
software configuration. For the SCADA system being tested we received: 1 s.u. = 4.618 
ms. This result allows calculating the system response time when the values of its con-
figuration parameters are known. 
 
5   Conclusions 
 
In this paper we presented the algorithm which provides the decomposition of a complex 
relational database scheme to a set of XML documents. This algorithm was designed for 
the usage in Intelligent Data Engineering framework for distributed multi-level PCS. The 
performance of the components which realize the Data Collection and Data Pre-
processing stages of this framework is estimated with the help of the approach called 
metrical modelling. 
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